I wrote:

"It’s slavery.

Contrast indeed when you’ve destroyed all that’s best in human nature.

Mikhe.

Harromthamron.

Nebrovsky.

Varvanka.

Mikhe.
Nickle
Send material to
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(Stakli paid $ 100,000
110,000
real but the
plan $110,000
is $60,000
Motor cars
have come new
120,000
plan for this
$40,000
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St, Khon
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Vice Governor for
Hartford District.

There was no raw
material after 1919-20

Cotton we imported.

14½ million pounds cotton
imported before War.

1924: 831,475 lbs
1927: 184,325
1926: 322,680 lbs
1924: 396,500
1932: 284,600

Quality cotton was
had not Egypt
had local

seed. Quality improved

1927 increased
production.

Wool.

We have rough sheep,

Coarse wool. We had
not found quality farms. We had
aimed at improving 1 quality,
cross-bred wool. We wanted

lot 73 came from Am. for
Australia.
Raw material has improved. We have built upon raw material basis.

Cotton (we have Egypt best of cotton, Turkish next, etc.)

150 floors on one stalk (not one)

Not our quantity but quality.

B. the Sow.

1932

2,750,000,000 meter

Some 5 mill. hand spin.

We had big week. The kulaks, workers destroyed cheap.

1929 - 115 m. shey

We report flexible consumption.

Student debts - 1,000,000
Silk.
Before the war home, but now we have new national industry. In central Asia silk factories, turning the area from colonies into national power. Really national industry. Formerly terrible enemy. Built huge factory in Central Asia.

Think firstly at factors. We'll look together. Production cost high. What area will I sell? Need to budget. So it is veritable. Quality products. Inquire for. There is surplus labour. Now we must cut down my direction.
Factors took on too many horses. That led to low productivity. It's accuracy.

Plan:
- Oct.

Now we have more soaking it. Oct. 2, 1937.

Lot 4 Moryn. Now it's abroad as a spot.

Moryn.

Remotely the surplus labor got rid of.

No labor design is good. Oct. 4, 1937.

Nov. 23.

C. K. Bethe.

New carried on plan.

2nd plan.

Shos 170,000,000 pair.

Tommy.
We helped some industry.

Litvinoff
March 23/1932

Genern underground duel

For M. Design second rate. Whole guest room so remote. So don't want dinner was right. Re-ann that we will result. Don't bedroom. Say we re-cap till.
Policy Unfound

Fundamental

Principles

① Not belong

② No alliance

We had the left

peace, to

intact internal

constructive pro-

by war -

we are not mistaken
We had a conflict with USSR
with Eygyp

I don’t want it. I said we had
be my attack on
That’s how
I tried to
He wasn’t to
But now
I’m not sure
something not
happen in the wet
I thought it
10th of July
Can any be charged
by you in US policy.
Not optimistic
re US.
Some want
Roosevelt to
help negotiat
or may not
recognize
long time.
Conditions
between US
was not
accepted.

That less
likely. Must
is not adventurous.

First. E.
Nevertheless outlined to accept conditions.

Last year we improved relations with France. Mr. Roosevelt said it real like to have rapport, which I respect is quite possible.

Jefferson talked & of Mr. Hull, all but we cannot jostle. Jeff. also will not, at same time.

Jefferson, he hopes with T. or cut off if he'll turn against us. So we must keep well with T.
Almost 1
inexperienced.
I never
less chance,
became we
cannot give
way pressure.
Assume a
pressure is felt,
I can do
We cannot

We're also
opposed to 7 & 11
became in vain.
It is dictated
to by power.
We have cannot
submit to de
Takami & the
Big Flower. I little
not have
not have a
May 9:
To Whiteman
how related we
us. Therefore we
cannot submit
also not
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to international tribunal.

Nov 4

Powers want to concentrate power in their hands.

Respect due to Z. B. always by everyone with their aloofness.

Follow with interest.
Idea. Let not commit a democratic
Not at July.

Other in free and look at this on ideas
More national hit to write.

counties
When we had influence in 1926 we tried to unite
China, don't their

Sydney
has been working
On bold step

Statement.

head at
Don't wish China.

No relation
With independence

met V. Trotsky

— China, don't
Confidential

"Sir Edmund Day has been too talented too lonely. He is seeking a
manner and a way of breaking the freeze. 97.9
diplomatic relations. "He used to be a
friends but ever since
he had to stay for food
in Cairo. The tree
turned apt as he used
to supply the army for
the black market
from Poland and other
places. Indeed the
diplomat 2ove ac

The tent succeeded
it had venture
work. Pointless
China. Revolution will
be result. It was but
don't think otherwise.